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WE LOVE FRIENDS: HOW HOLIDAYS APART FROM OUR PARTNERS ARE SAVING MARRIAGES - EVEN IF THE TRIPS
NAUGHTY
•On International Friendship Day, almost 1 in 3 Brits admit that a break away with their friends made
their relationship stronger or even saved their marriage or partnership
•A third of Brits are now choosing holidays with friends as well as their annual family break
•1 in 4 admits to naughty behaviour while away without their other half
•‘Framily’ Values to the fore as leading futurologist predicts a further rise as more of us rely
on our friends as much as - if not more than – our nearest and dearest
30 July 2014, London:
Having a holiday away with a friend can help to make your relationship stronger, proving the old adage
that absence makes the heart grow fonder, according to new research released by Britain’s most loved
holiday company, Thomas Cook.
More than 30 per cent of respondents say a break with a close friend helped make a relationship stronger
or even saved their marriage, and 40 per cent of us miss our other half while we’re away.
The research, conducted among 2,000 Brits* and released on International Friendship Day, also shows that
nearly half of us take at least one break away with our friends (42 per cent) either abroad or in the UK
every year.
Futurologist William Higham, from Next Big Thing who worked on the research with Thomas Cook, explains
how the occasional escape with friends can help our relationships:
“The more complicated our lives get, the more we focus on “who we are” and the more we
compartmentalise our lives, the greater number of different friendship groups we have. The more this
happens, the less our partners are able to fulfil all our needs: and the more we feel trapped unless we
have occasional time (e.g. on holiday) when we can indulge this or that side of our personality.”
Furthermore, William predicts that the ’framily’ spirit will continue to see the number of trips we
take with our friends rise even further.
“We believe that the rise in holidays with friends is being driven by another trend; the increasing
importance of friendship. Today, more and more people have a close group of friends that they consider to
be a surrogate family: a ‘Framily’.
“The emotional support of friends typically becomes more important in times of either economic downturn
or rapid social and political change: consumers are scared of what is to come and seek the support of
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community. Both of these factors are taking place at the moment, making it doubly important.
“Meanwhile, consumers’ loss of trust in major institutions (from banks to governments), their
inability to influence events (economic, social and political), and the increasing dominance of
technology in their lives is making them care more about those things which are tangible, trustworthy and
human, such as interaction with friends.”
It’s not all good news for couples though, as 23 per cent admit they get up to no good while on their
break, 40 per cent of which admit they cheat on their partner. The two naughtiest age groups are,
expectedly, the 18-24-year-olds (34 per cent) and surprisingly, the 35-44 year olds (27 per cent).
Other activities respondents didn’t want to share with their partners are: being too drunk (40 per
cent), nudity-related pursuits (29 per cent) and spending way too much while they’re there (14 per
cent).
However, more than two-thirds of those questioned would at least share with their other half an edited
version of events.
The most popular holiday with friends is a city sightseeing break (17 per cent) or a relax on the beach
(15 per cent), with an average annual spend of £307 for those in a couple and £560 for singles. The
average annual spend for holidays with a partner and excluding the kids is £938.
"As the pioneers of the modern holiday experience, Thomas Cook has a long heritage of anticipating
consumer trends to ensure we have the right product to suit our customers' ever evolving needs and
requirements," said Peter Fankhauser, Chief Operating Officer of Thomas Cook Group.
"They say that variety is the spice of life, and we're confident that we have the holidays to suit all
types, from all-inclusive adult-only resorts to beach or spa breaks, golfing holidays to villas and
apartments close to resorts with a great nightlife.
“As the results of this survey show, the popularity of friendship breaks alongside more traditional
family and couples holidays is set to rise even further, so it is more essential than ever that we
continue to innovate to provide a broad and flexible offering, whatever, whenever and wherever our
customers choose to travel."

ENDS
Notes to editors
*Research carried out by One Poll amongst 2,000 participants in the United Kingdom between 18/07/2014 and
22/07/2014
For more information, including INFOGRAPHICS; STATISTICS and INTERVIEWS please contact Helen at Campbell
Brown PR: 07551 005877 helen@wearecampbellbrown.com
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